The Mil-Std-129 is a standard developed for Department of Defense and this directive provides for coding and markings to be stenciled directly onto Military Crates or a Military Box. Any Item Needing Identification.

Now the EBS Handjet Portable Printer provides the DoD a reliable alternative, to perform Military Marking for Shipment and Storage. Discover this new Stencil Machine technology... Printing on Virtually Anything.

HandJet EBS250
Portable Stencil Printer
Priced From: $3,800.00

HandJet EBS260
Portable Stencil Printer
Priced From: $5,600.00

PRINT ON VIRTUALLY ANYTHING... Next Page(s)
55 Gallon Drums
Plastic Drums
Fiber Containers

Easily print Legible Military Stencils directly on 55 Gallon Steel Drums, Fiber and HDPE Plastic Drums.

A printer for Inkjet Coding does not have to be expensively priced or complex to implement. The team here at Inkjet Coding and Marking.com, has been successful in supplying and supporting Stenciling Solutions to mark the larger product containers.

If you have a need to print on product Shrink Film and Plastic Wrap on Pallets, Packaging films or Flexible Containment Packaging, we have the solution.
Military Crates
Wooden Ammo Boxes
Export Cargo Containers

Pre scheduled and last minute compliance coding and marking for global container export cargo.
Mark Packaging for Dangerous Goods, Military Packaging and Dod Logistics.
Print on Wooden Shipping Boxes and Crating.

Department of Defense Standard Practice.
A Handheld Inkjet Printer to perform Military Marking of items for Shipment and Storage

Packaging Cartons
Cardboard Boxes
Container Labeling

Corrugated Cartons and Paperboard Tubes are just the start. Print on any Porous and Non-Porous sub-strate, such as Plastic Totes and HDPE 55 Gallon Plastic Drums.
Multiwall Paper Sacks
FIBC Bags
Bulk Containers

Excellent Coding and Stencil Marking for Flexible Intermediate Bulk Containers and Multiwall Paper Sacks that are filled with loose materials, such as Jumbo FIBC Bags.

The team here at Inkjet Coding and Marking.com, has been successful in supplying and supporting the amazing HandJet Portable Printers.

Partner with Us, Today

Learn More, watch the HandJet Portable Printer in action.

Videos
Resources

Click for HandJet EBS250 Video

Click for HandJet EBS260 Video